
IN THE MATTER OF : of the Planning 
and Environment Act 1987 

- and- 

IN THE MATTER OF: Proposed 
Amendment C25 to the Port Phillip 
Planning Scheme 

-and- 

IN THE MATTER OF : the Panel appointed 
by the Minister for Planning to consider 
proposed Amendment C25 to the Port Phillip 
Planning Scheme. 

SUBMISSIONS ON BEHALF OF THE BECTON 
GROUP OF COMPANIES 

INTRODUCTION 

1. These submissions are made on behalf of the Becton Group of Companies ("Becton") in 

relation to Amendment C25 to the Port Phillip Planning Scheme. The Amendment relates 

to the land at No.s 11-12 The Esplanade and 6 Victoria Street, St Kilda ("the site"). This 

site includes the Esplanade Hotel and the Baymor apartments. 

2. The proposed amendment is the latest episode in a lengthy planning process which has at 

its core the shape and manner of the re-development of the site known as "The Espy". 

The current debate commenced in 1998 with the then proposal to redevelop the site 

within a building envelope of significantly greater height than now embodied in 

Amendment C25. 



3. Whilst an urban design, locational, topographic and strategic case could be made out for 

a higher built form on this site, the progression of the planning for the re-development of 

the site has led to a position being reached that the realistic way forward is to establish a 

planning framework and set of controls and policies for this site which will facilitate a 

better design outcome without prescribing the design. 

4. The key issues for the Panel in the absence of a detailed design is to ensure that C25 

introduces planning controls and a policy framework which will guide the re-

development of the site in a manner which : 

• delivers the best building possible ; 

• avoids a prescriptive approach ; 

• provides the envelope flexibility to facilitate the best built form outcome ; and 

• provides an appropriate policy and design guideline framework to ensure an 

excellent urban design outcome. 

5. 	In this task the key issues in terms of the building envelope (and policy framework 

which is to guide the detailed design decisions) are height, setback and bulk. In order to 

set the parameters of that envelope in this context we submit that the key criteria are : 

• Overshadowing — in particular of the public domain; 

• The need to respond to the significantly higher existing built form of the adjacent 

and nearby buildings, (in particular, Arandale and Bayview) ; 

• The need to respond to the lower scale and amenity of the residential dwellings in 

Victoria and Pollington Streets; 
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• The need to respond to the heritage significance of the Esplanade Hotel; and 

• The acknowledgement of the diversity of the existing built form in the locality in 

terms of height and bulk and architectural style and form. 

BACKGROUND 

6. Whilst it is now a matter of history, the scheme which was embodied in proposed 

Amendment C11 envisaged a built form considerable higher than that which is embodied 

in Amendment C25. What was not uncharacteristic for that point in recent planning 

history in the Victoria, Amendment C11 attracted overwhelming opposition from the 

community and the City of Port Phillip resolved to abandon it. It was clear however, that 

a way forward for the future of the site had to be found. 

7. Concurrently the Council had prepared and exhibited Amendment C5 that constituted a 

major review of the LPPF, Heritage Overlay and Design Development Overlay Clauses 

of the Port Phillip Planning Scheme. The planning controls in relation to the Esplanade 

Hotel were not changed under Amendment C5 as Amendment C11 was underway. 

8. The C5 panel made a number of recommendations inter alia that : 

• Council convene a Working Group to develop a strategy and an urban design 

framework for the St Kilda Upper Esplanade area including the Esplanade Hotel 

site to prepare a basis for the future development options for the area 

• The existing DDO (DDO6) controls applicable to the broader St Kilda foreshore 

precinct including the Esplanade Hotel site would expire on 31 December 2001 
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9. In December 1999 Amendment C19 was prepared and approved by the Minister for 

Planning. Amendment C19 re-introduced absolute height controls for the foreshore areas 

including the St Kilda foreshore precinct. The existing DDO6 was retained pending the 

outcome of the Working Group process. 

10. A Working Group (the "Esplanade Hotel Working Group") was convened by Council in 

May 2000. Chaired by Mr John Lawson, the Working Group comprised 3 consultants 

nominated by the owner and representatives of the Council, the DOI and th4e Esplanade 

Alliance Incorporated. In November 2000 the Chair of the Working Group submitted a 

report to Council summarising the outcomes of the Working Group process which: 

• Noted the Working Group generally had agreed values but there were a 

range of views as to the translating these values into an agreed planning 

and design outcome for the site particularly in relation to building height. 

• Included as appendices the positions of the various parties in the Working 

Group; and 

• Recommended that a planning scheme amendment process be undertaken 

which would provide each party an opportunity to put forward their 

position to an independent panel. 

11. It cannot be asserted that the Working Group formulated a strategy or an urban design 

framework for the Upper Esplanade. 



; 

12. In May 2001 the Council resolved to prepare Amendment C25 notwithstanding there was 

no agreement between the respective parties as to the detailed form and content of the 

Amendment. Council has asserted that Amendment C25 gives effect to most of the 

principles and measures in Appendix 3 to the Esplanade Hotel Working Group Final 

Report (the view expressed by the Councils representatives). 

AMENDMENT C25 

13. This Amendment, as proposed by the City of Port Phillip, seeks to : 

• Incorporate new policies in relation to protection of the protection of the cultural 

significance, use and operation of the Esplanade Hotel building in Clause 21 of 

the LPPF 

• Include a new schedule 12 to the Design and Development Overlay that will 

apply to the Esplanade Hotel site 

• Include an additional paragraph relating to the social significance of the 

Esplanade Hotel in the statement of significance section of the citation 2173 in the 

incorporated Port Phillip Heritage Review Version 2, 2000 

• Change the grading of that part of the Esplanade Hotel site known as the bottle 

shop site 12 The Esplanade , St Kilda from a "Significant Heritage Place " to a 

"Non Contributory Place on the incorporated City of Port Phillip Heritage Policy 

Map December 2000. 
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14. Becton made a submission to Amendment C25 which submitted that there were a number 

of fundamental concerns with the draft LPPF changes and the form of the DDO. 

15. In particular, in Becton disagreed with the status the Esplanade Hotel was given in the 

changes to the LPPF, and the change of emphasis in a number of the policy statements 

such as those in relation to the managerial and operational aspects of the land use, the 

direction of the language used, (which in part was prescriptive or unreasonable and in 

other places too vague to be worthwhile). 

16. In relation to the proposed DDO, the drafting of the Overlay included matters which were 

more appropriate to a Local Policy statement, or a Heritage Overlay or Policy rather than 

to an Overlay intended to address design and built form. 

17. The submission indicated that Becton proposed to submit a specific building proposal for 

the land which should inform the final content of the amendment. 

18. Council's consideration of submissions received agreed to make a number of textual 

changes, some of which responded to Becton's submission. The Council officer's report 

dated 1 October 2001 notes the recommendations which suggest modifications to the 

DDO objectives. (Refer Officer's report 1/10/01) 

19. Subsequently, Becton decided that the most productive way forward was to suggest 

refinement of the content of C25. A separate permit process for any specific design 

would need to be assessed against the planning controls. 

20. The Panel has before it an independent town planning assessment prepared on behalf of 

the City of Port Phillip by Andrew Clarke and urban design evidence prepared by 
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architect Rob McGauran. It also has the assessment and evidence prepared on Becton's 

behalf by Mr Michael Barlow, town planner, Mr Andrew Oleweski, in terms of urban 

design, Mr Peter Lovell, on heritage issues and Mr Karl Fender, architect. 

21. We submit that as a result of the analysis undertaken by these witnesses, there is 

considerable agreement as to the identification of the issues. It is however, the resolution 

of the issues in terms of the level of prescription and duplication of policy which is far 

from resolved. 

GENERAL SUBMISSIONS ON THE TEXT OF THE AMENDMENT 

22. It is submitted that six of the principles against which the text of the amendment should 

be measured are set out in the report of Michael Barlow (at p.10 of his report). They are : 

(1) Does the objective add further clarity to the achievement of the Local Planning 

Policy Framework 

(2) Does the objective lead to the achievement of the broader strategy for the 

precinct? 

(3) Does the objective assist in understanding whether a proposal is likely to be 

supported or not ? 

(4) Does the objective address an issue that needs to be given greater specificity or 

control ? 

(5) Is the objective complementary with other objectives within the overlay ? 
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(6) Is the objective consistent with the Local Planning Policy Framework ? 

23. To these we would add (if it is not comprehended in the above principles) that the 

policies and guidelines read individually or as part of the planning scheme as a whole 

should not be so prescriptive that they effectively eliminate the Council's discretion and 

flexibility to promote and approve an excellent urban design outcome. 

24. It is our principal concern that the current text read in conjunction with the planning 

scheme as a whole imposes an inflexible strait jacket on this site which will severely 

constrain the achievement of architectural excellence. 

25. A second concern is that neither the policy nor the guidelines acknowledge the built form 

of the four or five substantial modern residential and commercial buildings along this 

section of the Upper Esplanade and the urban design flexibility this confers upon the site. 

26. Similarly, neither policy nor the guidelines acknowledge the great diversity of built form 

along this section of the Upper Esplanade. 

27. The addition to the statement of significance are vague, emotive and unsupported by 

proper analysis. 

28. The "aspirational" assertions of the iconic status of the existing use of the site which are 

proposed to be inserted throughout the planning scheme are indefensible for the 

following reasons : 

• They purport to freeze for all time the current use of the site which is a matter 

beyond the ambit and controls of any planning scheme. 
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• They are expressed in vague language which is not supported by proper investigation 

analysis and comparison 

• They do not (and should not) inform the exercise of any discretion in the planning 

scheme which is first and foremost a set of legally enforceable land use and 

development controls. 

• They constrain the desirable use and flexibility conferred on heritage buildings to 

ensure their continued economic viability 

• They create a most unfortunate precedent for this and other planning schemes. 

• They create a bias in favour of the operation of the hotel at the expense of residential 

amenity. 

29. The differences between the building envelope of the Council and Becton are 

insignificant. Even Mr. McGauran agrees that flexibility in the envelope is desirable and 

that a great architect could design a building which impinged into the Becton envelope 

extensions and still all meet the urban design parameters of the site. 

COMPLIANCE WITH STRATEGIC ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK 

30. An evaluation of the merits of any proposed planning scheme amendment must have 

regard to the Strategic Assessment Guidelines. Both Mr Barlow and Mr Clarke have 

considered these guidelines. Both experts have concluded that the proposed amendment 

satisfactorily meets the guidelines notwithstanding they have taken noted a number of 

points of disagreement in actual text of the amendment. 
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CONCLUSION 

31. This amendment is the result of a long process. The task for the Panel is to put in place 

the framework to facilitate the redevelopment of this site in manner which provides the 

requisite flexibility to deliver the best built form outcome. 

32. For the reasons set out herein and on the evidence presented before the Panel, we request 

that the Panel recommend adoption of C25 as amended. 

C. J Canavan QC 

M. L.Quigley 

Owen Dixon West 	 14 May 2002 


